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The following figure illustrates the overall architecture. These communicate with external managers, and
provide the managers with a protocol-specific view of the system. The box labeled Other Agent is e. This
interface is used both when the configuration is stored in the built-in ConfD database, and when it is stored in
an external database. An AAA plugin authenticates users and authorizes their requests. ConfD comes with a
built-in AAA plugin, which can be replaced by vendor specific code. In order to actually read and write the
device-native configuration data, the sessions in the Management Backplane use the Database Plugin API. A
database plugin has to provide mapping from the hierarchical view of the data used in the management
protocols, to the native view used by the management database. The management database can either be the
integrated management database - called CDB - or some other database. CDB can be used in single or
multi-node systems in master slave configuration. It handles updates to the database schema automatically.
Instead, vendors are forced to use proprietary solutions. In either case, users need to be authenticated. That is,
a user needs to present credentials, such as a password or a public key in order to gain access. Once a user is
authenticated, all operations performed by that user need to be authorized. That is, certain users may be
allowed to perform certain tasks, whereas others are not. This is called authorization. We differentiate between
authorization of commands and authorization of data access. The AAA information describes which users may
login, what passwords they have and what they are allowed to do. ConfD itself is configured through a
configuration file - confd. Depending on northbound management protocol, when a user session is created in
ConfD, it may or may not be authenticated. The user presents a username in accordance with the SSH
protocol. If these keys match the SSH keys presented by the user, authentication succeeds. We need to provide
a directory where SSH keys are kept for a specific user. Similarly, if the directory does not contain any SSH
keys, public key logins for that user will be disabled. Password Login Password login is triggered in the
following cases: The user presents a username and a password in accordance with the SSH protocol. The Web
UI asks for a username and password. In this case, ConfD will by default try local authentication, PAM, and
external authentication, in that order, as described below. It is possible to change the order in which these are
tried, by modifying the confd. If all of the above fails and external authentication is enabled, the configured
executable is invoked. Once a user is authenticated, group membership must be established. A single user can
be a member of several groups. Group membership is used by the authorization rules to decide which
operations a certain user is allowed to perform. This is also sometimes referred to as role based authorization.
A valid group entry could thus look like: The resulting group assignment is the union of these three methods,
if it is non-empty. Groups may have optional group ids. Furthermore, UNIX supplementary group ids are
assigned according to the gids in the groups where the user is a member. Authorization Once a user is
authenticated and group membership is established, when the user starts to perform various actions, each
action must be authorized. We differentiate between command authorization and data authorization.
Command authorization The command authorization rules is an ordered list of rules Each rule has six fields.
The first is the index, the following four fields are matching fields. When ConfD tries to run a command it
tries to match the command towards the four matching rules and if all four fields context, command, group,
and op match, the sixth field, i. The rules are checked in order. This means that we can differentiate
authorization rules for which access is used. Thus if command access is attempted through the CLI the context
will be the string cli whereas if a user attempts to invoke a command over the NETCONF agent, the context
will be the string netconf command This is the actual command getting executed. If the rule applies to one or
several CLI commands, the string is a space separated list of CLI command tokens, for example request
system reboot. The command rules are not aware of the data model. It must be a string of length less than or
equal to two, consisting only of characters taken from "rx". The different characters stand for "read" and
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"execute". If action is accept, the access attempt is accepted. This is very useful when debugging command
rules. If action is reject, the access attempt is rejected and an entry is written into the developer log. A data
authorization rule is defined as: Similar to the command access check, whenever item, access is checked. For a
rule to match, five fields must match and when a match is found, the corresponding action is chosen. We have
the following fields in the datarule list entry. This wild card feature can be used if we choose to do revision by
appending the revision number to the URIs defining the namespaces. Doing revision management this way is
bad, see Section 3. It is recommended to to revision management through the revision statement in YANG
instead. Say that revision one has URI http: In order for the access rule to match regardless of the version of
the target namespace the context should be set to http: A rule with a keypath matches if it is equal to or shorter
than the checked path. Several types of paths are allowed. Tagpaths that are not containing any keys. Wild
card at end as in: Thus the keypath in a rule is matched against the path in the attempted data access command.
If the attempted command has a path that is equal to or longer than the rule path - we have a match. Similarly
to command rules we can differentiate access depending on which agent is used to gain access. The different
characters stand for "read", "write", "execute", "create", "update", and "delete", where "write" is shorthand for
the combination of "create", "update", and "delete". When ConfD executes a command, the command rules in
the authorization database are searched. Rules are tried in order, ranging from low numbers towards higher.
When a rule matches the operation command that ConfD is attempting, the action of the matching rule is
applied - whether accept or reject. When actual data access is attempted, the data rules are searched. We have
two variations on how the rules are processed. The easy case is when we actually try to read or write an item
in the configuration database. The execution goes like: The idea being that as we traverse through TAB down
the XML tree, as long as there is at least one rule that can possibly match later, once we have more data, we
must continue. For example assume we have: The execute permission on data access checks is used when we
have modeled actions into our YANG model. In order to execute an action we need to have execute access to
the path in the XML tree where the modeled action resides. For example the following rule:
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Networking Fundamentals and Certification Blog This blog is about CCNA, CCNP, CCIE, Software Testing, Scripting
and Networking Technologies. Network Security.

Read reviews from recent accelerated courses below or visit Firebrand Stories for written and video interviews
from our alumni. The instructor demonstrated great knowledge and enthusiasm for the subject. Course largely
appropriate to requirement. Intense training but a fast way to learn. Trainers are knowledgeable and positive
which helps with the long days involved. However, the teaching style and pace has really given me the chance
to absorb everything I need to become more knowledgeable in database administration. The facilities are very
good. Everything is covered in detail and the training is done in a walk through style with completed examples
also available. An excellent learning environment, I am amazed how much I have learnt in such a small space
of time. Looking forward to my next course. I always leave with new knowledge and new friends. The class
was incredible! Long days and intense but our instructor, kept if fun and lively. It was very informative and
provided real world examples whilst still preparing students for the exams. I would recommend the course and
instructor! Windows Server training course and I learnt a lot of important stuff in 11 days only. With my busy
schedule it was impossible for me to focus and cover all this topics without attending this boot camp. I have
found the training facility to be very good and all equipment to deliver the training was substantive. The
instructor had a breadth and depth of knowledge that has abled me to revisit old skills and develop them to a
new level, providing me with a strong foundation to get back to work hitting the ground running. Would
highly recommend to my colleagues and peers. She made this course incredibly interesting and her enthusiasm
was needed to push us through the course in its entirety! She is also a natural trainer who can keep all skill
levels in mind while training. Lots of little extras, which will help in the real world. Using Dynamics Online
will allow ICAEW to deploy solutions across multiple platforms including mobile and tablet without needing
to continue developing our dedicated iOS or Android aps. What I did already know was also reinforced.
Instructor - excellent and although the course was accelerated, he applied knowledge well and had a lot of time
for candidates whether groups or face to face. Definitely improves your chances of passing versus doing it
alone. Really helps to have an industry expert for feedback and to solidify the concepts.
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3: CompTIA - The Cisco Learning Network
Learn network security fundamentals from an expert in the industry. Take our free course, which helps you prepare for
Exam Networking Fundamentals.

Pricing is subject to change without notice. Pricing does not include applicable taxes. Please confirm exact
pricing with the exam provider before registering to take an exam. Effective May 1, , the existing cancellation
policy will be replaced in its entirety with the following policy: Cancelling or rescheduling your exam within
5 business days of your registered exam time is subject to a fee. Failing to show up for your exam appointment
or not rescheduling or cancelling your appointment at least 24 hours prior to your scheduled appointment
forfeits your entire exam fee. Networking Fundamentals Skills measured This exam measures your ability to
accomplish the technical tasks listed below. The percentages indicate the relative weight of each major topic
area on the exam. The higher the percentage, the more questions you are likely to see on that content area on
the exam. View video tutorials about the variety of question types on Microsoft exams. Please note that the
questions may test on, but will not be limited to, the topics described in the bulleted text. Do you have
feedback about the relevance of the skills measured on this exam? Please send Microsoft your comments. All
feedback will be reviewed and incorporated as appropriate while still maintaining the validity and reliability of
the certification process. Note that Microsoft will not respond directly to your feedback. We appreciate your
input in ensuring the quality of the Microsoft Certification program. If you have concerns about specific
questions on this exam, please submit an exam challenge. If you have other questions or feedback about
Microsoft Certification exams or about the certification program, registration, or promotions, please contact
your Regional Service Center. There are exam updates effective as of January 31, To learn more about these
changes and how they affect the skills measured, please download and review the Exam change document.
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Get your MTA Networking Fundamentals certification at twice the speed. Learn for 12 hours a day on an all-inclusive
course - one fee covers study materials, exams, accommodation and meals.

JR Correa 7 of 20 seats available Register Certification: Chelmsford, MA - Dec 6, Dec 06 9: Axis Experience
Center - Chelmsford: Mark Coughlin 3 of 20 seats available Register Certification: Rosslyn, VA - Dec 6, Dec
06 9: Axis Experience Center - D. Dave Johansen 8 of 20 seats available Register Certification: Tampa, FL Dec 6, Dec 06 9: Bob Sebaste 9 of 20 seats available Register Certification: Dallas, TX - Dec 6, Dec 06 9:
Axis Experience Center - Dallas: Jose Gaona 5 of 20 seats available Register Certification: Irvine, CA - Dec 6,
Dec 06 9: Axis Experience Center - Irvine: JR Correa 10 of 20 seats available Register Certification:
Chelmsford, MA - Jan 17, Jan 17 9: Mark Coughlin 16 of 20 seats available Register Certification:
Lauderdale, FL - Jan 17, Jan 17 9: Axis Experience Center - Ft. Bob Sebaste 14 of 20 seats available Register
Certification: Detroit, MI - Feb 7, Feb 07 9: TBD 19 of 20 seats available Register Certification: Princeton, NJ
- Feb 7, Feb 07 9: Mark Coughlin 19 of 20 seats available Register Certification: Chicago, IL - Feb 7, Feb 07
9: Axis Experience Center - Chicago: Matthew Rutledge 15 of 20 seats available Register Certification:
Phoenix, AZ - Feb 7, Feb 07 9: JR Correa 15 of 20 seats available Register Certification: Cincinnati, OH - Feb
14, Feb 14 9: Dave Johansen 20 of 20 seats available Register Certification: Jose Gaona 20 of 20 seats
available Register Certification: Milwaukee, WI - Feb 14, Feb 14 9: Matthew Rutledge 19 of 20 seats
available Register Certification: Irvine, CA - Feb 14, Feb 14 9: JR Correa 20 of 20 seats available Register
Certification: Rosslyn, VA - Feb 28, Feb 28 9: Dave Johansen 19 of 20 seats available Register Certification:
Albany, NY - Feb 28, Feb 28 9: Mark Coughlin 18 of 20 seats available Register Certification: Houston, TX Feb 28, Feb 28 9: Matthew Rutledge 20 of 20 seats available Register Certification: Sacramento, CA - Feb 28,
Feb 28 9: Atlanta, GA - Mar 7, Mar 07 9: TBD 20 of 20 seats available Register Certification: Dallas, TX Mar 7, Mar 07 9: Chesterfield, MO - Mar 7, Mar 07 9: Seattle, WA - Mar 7, Mar 07 9: Cleveland, OH - Mar
14, Mar 14 9: Parsipanny, NJ - Mar 14, Mar 14 9: Charleston, SC - Mar 14, Mar 14 9: Rochester, NY - Mar
21, Mar 21 9: Chicago, IL - Mar 21, Mar 21 9: Gainseville, FL - Mar 28, Mar 28 9: Bismark, ND - Mar 28,
Mar 28 9: Chelmsford, MA - Apr 4, Apr 04 9: Wausau, WI - Apr 4, Apr 04 9: Albuquerque, NM - Apr 4, Apr
04 9: Richmond, VA - Apr 18, Apr 18 9: Pleasanton, CA - Apr 18, Apr 18 9: TBD 16 of 20 seats available
Register Certification: Columbus, OH - Apr 25, Apr 25 9: Buffalo, NY - Apr 25, Apr 25 9: Greensboro, NC Apr 25, Apr 25 9: Minneapolis, MN - Apr 25, Apr 25 9: Pittsburgh, PA - May 2, May 02 9: Lauderdale, FL May 2, May 02 9: TBD 17 of 20 seats available Register Certification: Denver, CO - May 2, May 02 9: TBD
18 of 20 seats available Register Certification: TBD 20 of 20 seats available Register.
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5: Microsoft Technology Associate (MTA) Certification | Microsoft Learning
Find training on Networking Fundamentals and Cisco Routing and Switching products. Knowledge of Networking
Fundamentals opens the doors to a career in networking. Acquire the basic knowledge and skill to install, operate, and
troubleshoot a small enterprise branch network.

SPI and sequence number Hair pinning allows what? What does crypto ACL do? It identifies the traffic that
should be encrypted. Explain how packets travel in term of ip protocols. The system performs a check on the
dns cache to check if there is any entry for the concerned domain name if yes goes to step 3. What is Domain
Controller A domain controller DC is a server that responds to security authentication requests within a
Windows Server domain. It is a server on a Microsoft Windows or Windows NT network that is responsible
for allowing host access to Windows domain resources. A domain controller is the centerpiece of the
Windows Active Directory service. It authenticates users, stores user account information and enforces
security policy for a Windows domain What is Digital Signatures? Digital signature is an attachment to an
electronic message used for security purpose. It is used to verify the authenticity of the sender. What is Data
encryption? Data encryption ensures data safety and very important for confidential or critical data. It protect
data from being read, altered or forged while transmission. What is the Public Key Encryption? Public key
encryption use public and private key for encryption and decryption. In this mechanism, public key is used to
encrypt messages and only the corresponding private key can be used to decrypt them. What are Brute Force
Attacks? Brute forcing is a mechanism which is used by an attacker to break the encryption of data by
applying a set of various key. Cryptanalyst has a set of number of keys and apply them one by one to the
encryption algorithm until he get the right key. In this the browser requesting for Displaymsg. How do you use
RSA for both authentication and secrecy? RSA is a public key encryption algorithm. The RSA algorithms are
based on the mathematical part that it is easy to find and multiply large prime numbers together, but it is
extremely difficult to factor their product. This is known as digital signature. If you are a victim of Denial of
Service Dos then what you do? The function of a denial of service attack is to flood its target machine with too
much traffic and prevents it from being accessible to any other requests or providing services. To prevent DoS
attacks firewall can be configured as a relay; in this approach the firewall responds on behalf of the internal
host. During the attack, the firewall responds to the SYN sent by the attacker; since the ACK never arrives, the
firewall terminates the connection. By Keeping protocols and Antivirus software up-to-date, we can prevent to
be a victim of DoS. A regular scanning of the machine is also necessary in order to detect any anomalous
behaviour. What are the differences among encoding, encryption and hashing? Basically encoding is used to
protect the integrity of data as it crosses through a communication network to keep its original message upon
arriving. It is primarily an insecure function because it is easily reversible. Encryption is basically designed for
confidentiality and data integrity and reversible only if you have the appropriate key. With hashing, the
operation is one-way i. It takes an input or , message and returns a fixed-size string, which is called the hash
value. What is Authentication Header and how it provides the protection to IP header? AH may work in two
ways: Inner IP header is used to contain the source and destination addresses, and the outer IP header is used
to contain the security gateway information. If the TLS handshake fails for any reason, the connection is never
created. If neither SSL nor TLS is used with HTTP then your connection with the web server is unencrypted
all the data will be sent in plaintext any middle man attacker can obtain and view that data. It was designed to
create a secure Internet communication via the Web. It is a standard protocol that encrypts communication
between your browser and the server. It allows for private information like social security numbers, credit card
details, and login credentials to be transferred easily over the Internet. SSL utilizes two keys: Public keys that
are knowable by everyone. Private keys known only by the person receiving the message. The two keys work
together to form an encrypted connection via the Web. Being able to connect to a specific port requires a
secure connection. All of these ports are already set up on the server. They are ready to negotiate secure
connections first, then they will proceed to do whatever else you need after that. It forms a secure
communication via the Web for email, data transfers, and faxing. TLS has two distinct layers: TLS Record
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Protocol establishes a secure connection with encryption methods like data encryption standard. TLS
Handshake Protocol allows authentication for the servers and clients together. Before data can be exchanged,
it has to convert cryptographic keys and algorithms. This particular type of connection begins by contacting
the server. Then, it switches to a secured method of communication after the initial handshake is successful. In
the event the handshake fails, the connection will be terminated. Any ongoing communication between the
server and browser will be encrypted for your safety. It allows you to evaluate how secure the environment is.
Look for a trusted certificate authority. Then, you need to install it on the proper server. It helps to establish a
secure communication between server and browser It secures websites against tampering activities or
eavesdropping It protects users from man-in-the-middle attacks It is used worldwide by business of all sizes to
process secure payment transactions It is used by banking, healthcare, e-commerce, social media and
government industries If you had to both encrypt and compress data during transmission, which would you do
first, and why? In public-key cryptography, you have a public and a private key, and you often perform both
encryption and signing functions. Which key is used for which function? What port does ping work over?
Many people think that it first sends a packet to the first hop, gets a time. Then it sends a packet to the second
hop, gets a time, and keeps going until it gets done. Cryptographically speaking, what is the main method of
building a shared secret over a public medium? RSA - very slow for bulk data encryption sender encrypts the
data to be transferred using the public key of the recipient receiver decrypts the encrypted data using his
private key. DH - A method of exchanging cryptographic keys establishes a shared secret that can be used for
secret communications vulnerable to man-in-middle attack What kind of attack is a standard Diffie-Hellman
exchange vulnerable to? Man-in-the-middle, as neither side is authenticated. How would you implement a
secure login field on a high traffic website where performance is a consideration? What are the various ways
to handle account brute forcing? Look for a discussion of account lockouts, IP restrictions, fail2ban, etc. What
is Cross-Site Request Forgery? A victim just loading that page could potentially get logged out from foo.
What exactly is Cross Site Scripting? Stored is on a static page or pulled from a database and displayed to the
user directly. Knowing basics like risk, vulnerability, threat, exposure, etc. Just look for solid answers that are
self-consistent. How would traceroute help you find out where a breakdown in communication is? Tracert or
traceroute, depending on the operating system, allows you to see exactly what routers you touch as you move
along the chain of connections to your final destination. Why would you want to use SSH from a Windows
pc? Routers, Switches, SFTP servers and unsecured programs being tunneled through this port all can be used
to help harden a connection against eavesdropping. Programs like PuTTY, Filezilla and others have Windows
ports available, which allow Windows users the same ease-of-use connectivity to these devices as do Linux
users. Symmetric encryption uses the same key to encrypt and decrypt, while Asymmetric uses different What
is XSS? Cross-site scripting, the nightmare of Javascript. There are a number of ways to protect against this,
the easiest of which is input validation. How would you log in to Active Directory from a Linux or Mac box?
While it may sound odd, it is possible to access Active Directory from a non-Windows system. Active
Directory uses an implementation of the SMB protocol, which can be accessed from a Linux or Mac system
by using the Samba program. Depending on the version, this can allow for share access, printing, and even
Active Directory membership. What are salted hashes? Salt at its most fundamental level is random data.
When a properly protected password system receives a new password, it will create a hashed value for that
password, create a new random salt value, and then store that combined value in its database. This helps
defend against dictionary attacks and known hash attacks.
6: Exam Networking Fundamentals
Completion of the Network Fundamentals Skill Certification course should be supplemented with further knowledge in
the topics of: Subnetting, TCP/IP and OSI Our Revolution We believe Cyber Security training should be free, for
everyone, FOREVER.
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I want to welcome you to this Complete Networking Fundamentals course! I'm David Bombal, and I have been teaching
networking courses for over 15 years. I qualified as a Cisco Certified Interwork Engineer (CCIE) in and hold with
numerous other networking certifications.

8: Networking Fundamentals and Certification Blog: ConfD!!
Axis Network Video Fundamentals and Certification Take a leap forward in your professional career! Axis Network Video
Fundamentals and Certification is designed to provide you with the knowledge you need to become an Axis Certified
Professional.

9: Network Video Fundamentals & Certification - Online Course
In this training course, you will learn how to configure a workstation to connect to a network, analyze network traffic
using a protocol analyzer, examine switch and router configurations, perform basic IPv4 addressing and subnetting, and
research network security solutions.
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